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LI: To research a topic 
on the World Wide 
Web 
 
* Navigate websites:  
- click on hyperlinks  
- scroll up/down 
- key word  
searches (spell  
correctly)  
* Look at multimedia  
(text, pictures,  
videos, sounds) 
* Do activities 
* Answer questions 
 
Good: I can say what 
facts I found out on a 
website. 
Great: I can scroll 
up/down and click on 
hyperlinks to explore 
websites. 
Super: I can find out 
facts by navigating 
websites. 
 
 

Infant Encyclopedia 
 
On-screen activities 
for children to 
complete to 
check/consolidate 
understanding of 
information found 
 
Worksheets with  
questions on about  
different topics for  
the children to  
research 
 
Headphones 

What program do you need  
to look at websites on the  
Internet? (web browser)  
Point out how to visit a  
website by typing its  
unique web address 
into the address bar at the  
top to be taken there. How is  
it similar to a postal  
address? (Possibly discuss  
features like country  
identifiers.)  
 

What navigation tools can  
you use to move around a  
website? Remind them how  
clicking on a hyperlink (or  
hot spot/area of a picture)  
takes you to another web  
page and is called  
navigating. Point out that the  
mouse pointer will change to  
hand when hovering over  
hyperlinks and that  
hyperlinked words are often  
underlined.   
 

Menu buttons help you  
navigate around a website  
and ‘trail’ an idea. How can  
you use the BACK,  
FORWARD and HOME  
buttons to help you? What is  
the difference between  
browsing the web like this  
and reading a book page by  
page? 

How do you use an index in a  
book? Demonstrate how to use  
an index on a website - click on  
the initial letter of the topic you  
want to find out about, scroll  
down the list until the word you  
are looking for is found and then  
click on the hyperlink to be  
taken to the relevant page.  
 
Also, demonstrate how to use a  
search engine to locate pages  
within a website. Talk about  
picking useful keywords and the  
importance of spelling them  
correctly. What is a  
problem with this method? 
(not every word will find a page  
– such as idiosyncratic ones like  
‘kitty’) 

Ask the children to search and  
navigate the Infant  
Encyclopedia website to  
research answers to questions  
on a particular topic (to help 
focus their enquiries).  
 
Encourage them to gather facts  
from different media sources:  
reading text, looking at pictures,  
listening to sounds and  
watching videos. Why is it  
important to do this? (to get a  
full understanding of a topic  
from different perspectives)  
 
Remind them to use the vertical  
scrollbar to move up and down  
pages and to tell a trusted adult  
if they see anything  
inappropriate.  
 
Encourage them to reinterpret 
their findings into their own 
words when answering 
questions on a worksheet to 
show that they understand the  
Material found. 
 
Let those that finish complete  
some of the interactive activities  
to check that they understand  
the information they have found  
(e.g. cloze procedures, labelling  
tasks, sorting activities etc.) 

What interesting  
information did you  
find out about the  
topic?  
 
How did you find the  
information you  
needed? Which  
method of locating it  
did you find the  
quickest/most  
convenient? Did you  
come across any  
difficulties?   
 
In what ways is a  
computer  
encyclopedia better  
than a book  
encyclopedia? 
(information can likely  
be found quicker, can  
include multimedia,  
could be more up-
todate) How is a book  
better? (you a`re not  
fixed to one place, it  
could be used outside  
etc.) 

 


